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Across

4. A handcuff anything that chains or 

confines to chain or restrain sym. Put into 

chains fetter ant. Unchain set free emancipate 

release

7. A steep narrow waterfall something 

falling or rushing forth in quanitity to flow 

downward sym. Plunge rush rumble ant. Dribble 

trickle ooze

12. Good-humored in high spirits merry sym. 

Jolly cheerful festive ant. Gloomy morose 

melancholy cheerles

13. Likely to spoil or decay sym. Short-lived 

fleeting ant. Long-lasting undying permanet

14. Cranky ill-tempered full of odd whims 

sym. Grumpy crouchy crabby disagreeable ant. 

Sociable friwndly friendly agreeable amiable

16. Unpaid or overdue debts an unfinished 

duty sym.in default in the red dB late overdue

17. Not movable not moving sym. Fixed 

unmoving ant. Movable nimble agile

18. Warlike fond of fighting relating to war 

the army or military life sym. Hostile bellicose 

ant. Peace-loving pacific unwarlike

19. A pattern typically in the form of metal 

wood or plastic something that is used as a 

model to imitate sym. Mock-up stencil guide 

shape mold

20. The smallest possible amount the lowest 

permissible or possible sym. Least ant. Maxium 

highest most

Down

1. Something new a change the act of 

introducing a new method ide device etc. Sym. 

Novelty modernization new wrinkle

2. To shrink back or hind in fear of 

submissiveness sym. Flinch duck fawn ant. 

Strut swagger

3. Something that divides the act of 

dividing something into parts or sections to 

divide or subdivide into sym. Divider 

seperation ant. Join combine consolidate 

merge

5. Blocked so that nothing can go through 

sym. Closed impenetrable ant. Unblocked clear

6. Tightly drawn tense neat in good order 

sym. Tight strained orderly shipshape ant. 

Loose slack drooping messy sloppy

8. Wealth riches prosperity great 

abundance blenty sym. Opulence ant. Poverty 

destitution scaretty

9. To find and bring back get back to put 

right make good sym. Regain fetch remedy 

rectify

10. Quick and skillful in movement agile 

clever sym. Lively keen flexible ant. Akward 

clumsy stifff inflexible

11. Appearing evil or dangerous threating 

evil or harm sym. Frightening ominous ant. 

Cheering encouraging reassuring benign

15. The beginning start an attack assult sym. 

Outset commencement ant. Conclusion close 

end


